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Introduction
Model N Learning
Library supports your
product journey from:
Initial and ongoing
implementations of new
modules and upgrades
User acceptance testing (UAT)
and product roll-out training
Post Go-Live knowledge
repository to drive accuracy
and improve compliance
On-boarding and cross-training
of new staff and teams
Continuing education with
advanced topics covering
system optimization, best
practices, and training
on new releases

In a world where business changes are the only constant, and maximizing revenue can’t
be missed, ensuring a well-trained team who knows how to maximize its Model N investment
is key. Quickly finding, learning and applying information can provide a faster return on
investment (ROI), more productivity, and requires less support. So, how do you and your team
gain the product experience and knowledge without sacrificing valuable time and resources?
And how do you sustain it over time?

Model N offers the Learning Library

A subscription-based offering from our education team giving you and your company
the flexibility of accessing training in your own private, secure portal. Customize your Library
by adding your own content and other valuable information, and if you need more, partner
with Model N to design the perfect solution for your organization.

Knowledge and Training when you need it - Anytime, Anywhere
Model N Learning Library provides a cloud-based, mobility responsive, learning experience
delivering the latest content on various Model N products and topics.

With Model N’s Learning Library, you have:
•

Collaborative: variety of topics for practical skills building, advanced topics
and curated presentations.

•

Customized: combine our product training with your own work
instructions and business processes.

•

Effective: depth of Model N product knowledge and best practices
in a central, easy to access location.

•

Flexibility: work at your own pace anytime, from anywhere, moving within
each course, reviewing and replaying as needed.

•

Convenient: subscriptions automatically give you access to new
content or releases when added by Model N.
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BENEFITS

Using Model N Learning
Library, your organization
will be able to gain applicable
product knowledge
and experience without
sacrificing valuable time
and resources.
THE ADVANTAGES INCLUDE:
• Accelerating the knowledge
and skills of your Model N
end users.
• Staying up to date with
Model N enhancements
and best practices.

The Model N
Learning Library
Model N Learning Library provides our customers and partners with a comprehensive set
of courses, offered in a variety of formats. Model N’s courses are highly modular and may be
tailored to your specific needs. If you’re learning needs to be further customized to your business
processes, Model N can create custom content development, providing the content to make
your team’s success.
Additionally, as a Learning Library Subscriber your company has full access to:
•

Design and Customize, a branded learning portal designed for your company

• Allow your organization to
customize its own learning
with your documents, links,
videos, etc.

•

Enable self-paced courses relevant to you and your role

•

Add your own training contents such as documents, instructions, videos and more

• Painlessly and easily
onboard new users.

•

Create and automate learning plans for each unique user or role

•

Produce assessments and certifications for library subscribers

•

Monitor the progress of participants and their success with dashboards

•

Report on how a subscriber is progressing with self-service reports

• Certifying each of
your Model N users for
operational excellence.

What Customers Say...
“Our organization is new to
Model N so we have been
using the new Learning Library
extensively. We like that
the site isn’t static; the material
is kept up to date and relevant
to our training requirements.
From an admin standpoint
the system is easy to navigate
and the dashboards help us
easily manage our teams.”
—Lizzie Geismer
Model N Project Lead,
AVX Corporation

Extensive Curriculum:
Train at your own pace
with availability of our entire
course portfolio.
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Cloud-Based Labs:
Access the same labs as in
the classroom, delivered 24/7
on six continents.

Certification Testing:
Validate your teams understanding with
self-authored and OOB assessments:
both knowledge and skills.

